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Abstract 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is going to visualize the public sentiment 

on expected and unexpected social events. Exploring the relationship 

between tweets forwarding and sentiment.  

 

Design/methodology/approach:  This research related to sentiment analysis 

of social events applied a lexicon-based method. The social events come 

from Facebook data breach and Ireland vote on abortion event. The study 

conducted This study focused on how the public sentiment changes over time 

and the relationship between sentiment and tweet forwarding. Bing lexicon 

and NRC lexicon are adopted in the analysis.  

 

Result: The result of this study is the dominant sentiment trend is consistent 

with the trend of the number of tweets over time in the Facebook data breach 

and Ireland vote on abortion. Besides, the sentiment has affected people 

forward tweets in this research.  

 

Keywords: sentiment, analysis, events, lexicon-based method, forwarding 

tweets 
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1 Introduction 

Social media in the 21st century has changed the way people communicate with each 

other. As Martindale (2016) puts it, social media can easily be thought of as a medium 

of communication. With the intervention of social media in the lives of the people all 

around the world, people are starting to discuss social events on Twitter and 

connecting with others with a similar feeling. The public sentiment also can be 

discovered when people follow, forward and comment on tweets. This article focuses 

on public sentiment in different social events on Twitter.  

1.1 Background  
The following chapters will introduce the background of the research topic and the 

relative issues. It starts with a general introduction of computational social science, 

following by introducing the textual analysis, in order to give readers a basic 

understanding of the research field. Finally, sentiment analysis is introduced as a 

specific research direction. 

1.1.1 Computational social science 

Computational social science is the integrated interdisciplinary investigation of the 

social system as an information-processing organization and through the medium of 

the advanced computational system (Cioffi-Revilla, 2010). In other words, 

computation social science is branch field concerned with computational approaches 

to social science, and the computer is the main tool for modeling, simulating, and 

analyzing social phenomena (Cioffi-Revilla, 2010).  

Computational social science is a new field to study the social behavior of humans, 

which mainly using data deriving from internet interaction. This area has become an 

important area for acquiring patterns of human behavior and provides an in-depth 

analysis of researchers who study how the human brain works on social media (Ruths 

et al., 2014). 

1.1.1.1 Computation social science fields  

The research area of computational social science consists of automated information 

extraction, social network analysis, social geospatial analysis, complexity modeling 

and Social simulations models (Cioffi-Revilla, 2010). The research areas have 

specific applications respectively.  

For instance, automated social information extraction refers to using mechanical 

calculation methods to extract social information. Social network analysis mainly 

focuses on the structural pattern of nodes and relations of an organization, which used 

to provide insightful information and inferences. Social simulations models used in 

modeling of social phenomena, it can represent a category of actors and social entities 

that interact through various of associations in a given environment (Cioffi-Revilla, 

2010).  
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1.1.1.2 Computational social science applications  

The field of computational social sciences raises inescapable questions about the 

politics and ethics of data science research, particularly when it focuses on 

sociopolitical problems with applications in government and the private sector 

(Sadiku et al.,2017). 

Sadilek et al. (2017) adopted social network to explore the positive or negative 

friendship in a virtual world; they study a unique data set of 350,000 players in a 

massive multi-player online game and focus on the dynamics of their friendship 

interactions and how they are coupled with the dynamics of enmity interactions. 

Besides, Kristina Lerman et used social mentions to measure the strength of social 

ties to people tweeting from each tweet on the Twitter micro-blogging platform. 

The analytical sociology is another important branch of social science. It focusses on 

the interaction between individuals and the unpredictable results they bring. Social 

analysis benefits from computational tools such as machine learning, agent-based 

simulations, and attributes to solve the core issues of sociology (Marc Keuschnigg, 

2018). 

1.1.2 Textual analysis  

In the past, social scientists collected textual data from newspapers, broadcasts, and 

blogs. Now, the data collection work belongs to automated information extraction 

that can be accomplished through computational tools such as natural language 

processing, speech recognition technology, etc. (Cioffi-Revilla, 2010). While, textual 

analysis is just the method that communication researchers attribute to describe and 

interpret the characteristics of written language form a recorded or visual message 

(Frey et al., 1999).  

Textual analysis is a way for researchers to gather information and understand how 

human beings make sense of the world. Also, it is a methodology for gathering and 

analyzing information in academic research (Mckee, 2003). It is also a data gather 

process methodology for those researchers who want to understand the members of 

the variety of cultures and the subcultures and make sense of how they fit into their 

culture (McKee,2003). 

1.1.2.1 Quantitative or qualitative research   

There has been considerable controversy on whether the textual analysis is qualitative 

or quantitative research. Firstly, quantitative or qualitative research depends on the 

types of data. Quantitative data is any data that is in numerical form such as statistics, 

percentages, etc. (Minchiello, 1990). While, qualitative data has a different form in 

various science disciplines, such as the satisfaction of customers in marketing, an 

environment description in anthropology. Quantitative research is empirical research 

in which the data in the form of numbers (Punch, 1998). 

On the one hand, text data comes from the written language and theoretically defined 

as qualitative data. However, Bernard and Ryan oppose the theoretical definition. 

They have pointed out the ambiguity of the term ‘qualitative data analysis,’ specially, 

when the three words ‘quality,’ ‘data,’ and ‘analyses’ are linked together in different 

ways. Although qualitative data analysis refers to the analysis of qualitative data in 
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the above sense of non-number data, qualitative data analysis can mean the qualitative 

analysis of data of any kind, including both qualitative and quantitative data 

(Barnard&Ryan, 2010). 

On the other hand, they posed the idea that transforming the qualitative data into 

quantitative data. Once the words are turning into a number, the methods of text 

interpretation and results in the presentation following changed as well. Hermeneutics 

and grounded theory have been used to make and interpret the text data in qualitative 

research, classical content analysis, word counts, free lists, pile sorts methods will be 

introduced when text data are turning into a number. Meanwhile, quantitative research 

can provide a direct way to present and statistic the results of the textual analysis 

(Barnard&Ryan, 2010).  

However, as Marshall and Rossman emphasized that the interpretive act is inevitable, 

without the interpretive step, the quantitative analysis of raw figures remains sterile 

and meaningless (Marshall and Rossman, 2006). Thus, there is no reason to classify 

the text data analysis into quantitative or qualitative research. Interpretation of textual 

data combining with the quantitative tools maximize the analysis effects.   

1.1.2.2 The necessity of textual analysis  

Since there is no single or correct way to interpret the reality, it is important to 

understand how the social media texts are used to make sense of the world that we 

live in (Alan Mckee, 2003). It means, to understand the world better, it is necessary 

to know how other people think instead of just the fact itself. Social media precisely 

provides a venue for the gathering of such information. For instance, many countries 

accept refugees in Europe, but we can not simply collect the facts of society statistic 

for their crime rate, employment rate because these data are only representing the 

facts instead of the opinions of local people and refugees. But we can collect some 

texts such as opinions on social media, newspaper stories, television stories to 

understand how people make sense of social facts. 

1.1.3 Sentiment analysis  

Sentiment analysis is a field mainly focusing on analyzing people opinion, evaluation, 

attitudes, and emotion towards entities such as individuals, social events, services and 

topics (Balahur, 2013; Liu, 2012; Pang & Lee, 2008). Sentiment analysis originated 

from the online search for the relevant evaluation of the quality of the products. The 

simple description words (poor, mixed, good) summarized the proficiency of products. 

Subsequent research focuses on extracting and analyzing the public's evaluation of 

the product, to provide feedback on the product attributes in the market. The birth of 

Web 2.0 enables barrier-free communication between consumers and producers, and 

any user can publish any type of information in a very simple way. More and more 

people are willing to provide their opinion-oriented information to others via the 

internet, public opinions also become an important reference in the process of an 

individual’s decision making. When the amount of opinion-oriented information 

appeared, processing opinion-oriented information becomes a very complex task. 

Thus, sentiment analysis as a tool for searching and analysis opinions came into being 

(Pang&Li, 2008). It used to automatically detect opinion embodied in text, including 

natural language processing, data mining and information retrieval. Due to all analysis 
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work from written language, it belongs to natural language processing field in 

academic classification and widely applied on web mining, text mining and data 

mining (Bing Liu et al., 2012). 

1.1.4 Textual analysis and Sentiment analysis  

Textual analysis focus on words values, including grammar and the relationship 

between words (Lisa Sigler, 2015). Textual analysis Textual analysis is a way for 

researchers to gather information about how other human beings make sense of the 

world. While, sentiment analysis is to explore the emotion behind the words (Lisa 

Sigler, 2015). Comparing with textual interpretation, sentiment analysis helps 

distinguish a sort of specific emotion trending, tells readers the topics are being 

addressed positively or negatively as well (Lisa Sigler, 2015).  

Clarabridge created a scoring mechanism for sentiment on an 11-point scale which 

provides a more nuanced view of sentiment than the traditional “positive-neutral-

negative” choices common in manual sentiment coding (Clarabridge Team, 2013). 

Clarabridge’s textual analysis relies on the Natural language processing, using 

proprietary algorithms identifies the parts of speech, understands which words and 

ideas are linked, automatically corrects for mistakes, and derives meaning 

(Clarabridge Team, 2013). Thus, Sentiment scores can help to identify the potential 

risk, the decline in sentiment scores may indicate unsatisfied, fear or sadness emotion, 

similarity, a high score indicates individuals are satisfied or happiness (Lisa Sigler, 

2015). 

1.1.5 Computational social science and sentiment analysis 

In computational social science field, sentiment analysis attempts to automatically 

determine the sentiment, or positive/negative opinion, contained in the text, as a 

growing field at the intersection of linguistics and computer science (Maite Taboada, 

2016). Also, Liu (2012) illustrates sentiment analysis as a computational study of 

opinions, sentiments, and emotions expressed in the text. Computational linguistic 

analysis has become a significant research field with many applications in 

communication research (Kasper Welbersa, Wouter Van Atteveldtb, and Kenneth 

Benoit, 2017). Developers knew as early as the mid-1990s that the use of computer-

assisted text analysis was the most appropriate rather than human encoders especially 

when large-scale text required automated processing (Evans, 1996). With the 

development of the computer, technology，linguists have begun to evaluate their 

theories by developing similar text-parsing software (Rosner and Johnson, 1992). 

Also, the core of contingency analysis method assists researchers to track the 

relationship between textual elements and emerging themes as a quantitative 

approach (Patrick J. Tierney, 2012); Researchers develop this method to explain why 

some themes co-occurred and why others were disassociated (i.e., negatively 

associated) (Pensgaard et al., 2000). Besides, the commercial institution has the 

objective of quickly “understanding” user input and yielding as output the user-

expected outcome (Grishman, 1986; McEnery, 1992). 
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1.1.6 Sentiment analysis on Twitter 

Twitter is a social platform in which users share the short message, linking to other 

websites and get any available videos, images. It is also can be said as social 

networking and a micro-blogging service where registered users broadcast short 

message (a.k.a., tweets) to a network of associates from a variety of devices 

(WebWise Team, 2012). Users attract followers (Fans) through express their culture 

view, individual requests or forwards social news promoting this platform as an 

integrated social platform. Usually, users update their tweets personally except for the 

blogs represent company profiles, political parties or social organizations, in which 

case they are often updated by teams of community managers.  

Thereby, the tweets can be used to analyze individuals’ emotion to some extent; 

regardless it is a person or an institution voices. Secondly, tweets can be read by 

thousands of people, they give a like to their interesting contents, being a fan to what 

people they like, or following some persons through their tweets, followers are 

calculated in this process. The level of interest in a tweet can be learned from the 

number of retweets or likes. If a social event reached the extent of spread on Twitter, 

which can prove people had many discussions on it and this fact got many public 

sentiment reflections. Finally, Twitter users regularly post tweets, and active users 

update multiple times per hour. 

For the popular social news, there will be people involved in the discussion in every 

minute, and the sentiment words are also added in their tweets in written or emoticons. 

Thus, tweets become an essential resource for exploring people sentiment (Zhou et 

al., 2013). Twitter has become a popular platform where scientist conducts related 

research in sentiment perspectives. For instance, public attitude on Twitter can be 

directly displayed and predicted (Zhou et al., 2016); A study by Channel investigated 

the use of Twitter by cancer patients (Crannell et al., 2016). They found that cancer 

patients openly and willingly described and explained their feelings about the disease 

on Twitter. According to the 36 million tweets collected from Twitter, Wang 

proposed a real-time sentiment analysis system for classifying political tweets during 

the 2012 US presidential election (Wang et al., 2012). 

1.2 Problem formulation   

1.2.1 Expected and unexpected social events  

Individuals hold different sentiments response toward various social issues. Analysts 

can access predictive and descriptive results from data observation of social events. 

Contrary to many sentiment classification studies on Twitter, Scott Hendrickson and 

Joshua Montague provide a new idea that comparing similar parameters across 

multiple social issues on Twitter. A classification thought was added to the processes 

of social issues comparison. As their illustrated that Large events that classified by 

the volume of data generated by users of a social platform like Twitter could be 

considered as either having been anticipated beforehand expected or not unexpected 

(Scott Hendrickson & Joshua Montague, 2016). For instance, a presidential election 

that has been forwarded for a long time can be labeled as an expected social event; 

while, a sudden earthquake in densely populated areas can be labeled as an 

unexpected social event. 
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Predictable life events are events that individuals can identify to occur, and they are 

planned. Some examples are physical changes such as schooling, adolescence, and 

menopause at the age of five. Unexpected social events cannot be predicted. For 

example, emergency accidents in people’s lives.  

1.2.2 Social events classification and sentiment analysis  

Usually, within a period of these two types of social, we can observe the different 

response in social media data. Combined with the public sentiment response, leading 

to a question that whether the public can produce a different sentiment response 

within the different types of social events? The research questions are shown as follow: 

·Main Research question: Whether people have different sentiment response between 

Ireland vote on abortion (expected) and Facebook data breach (unexpected) social 

events? 

Sentiment response refers to the emotion expressed by each tweet, which represents 

the sender's perception of different events.  

·Sub question1: How people's attention changes over time in Ireland vote on abortion 

(expected) and Facebook data breach (unexpected) social events. 

·Sub question2: In Ireland vote on abortion (expected) and Facebook data breach 

(unexpected) social events, how people sentiment changes over time. 

 

1.2.3 Social media and sentiment  

According to reports on the social media usage in the world, social networking 

platforms such as Twitter, YouTube, and YouNow have become increasingly active 

and a huge part of the people’s lives, where social interactions have become a way to 

put one’s point across to others who think the same.  

Twitter on which the youth spends a long time by scrolling through comments and 

conversations which have taken place between different people, based on various 

topics of interest, has turned out to be one of the most basic choices for them to 

express their emotions. Due to the need to make their opinions heard, Twitter users 

feel that they should make comments on the social media and express their concerns, 

in the same process, connecting with others who feel the same. This has resulted in 

the idea of how bad news is more popular than good news, as it is received in a much 

wider manner than good news (Ferrara,2016). Moreover, the fact that anger is more 

influential than the joy that prevails in society has been determined as a vital factor 

which drives the growth of social media as well (Fan, 2014). Also, according to a 

study made by Chmiel et al. (2011), they found that negative sentiment could boost 

user activity in the BBC forum. 
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2 Literature review  

In this chapter, the author mainly reviews the previous research literature related to 

sentiment analysis. First introduced the sentiment classification, then presents the 

practical application of the sentiment analysis research method, then reviews the 

research of expected and unexpected events in the literature, and finally reviews the 

emotional research on Twitter. 

2.1 Sentiment analysis approaches 
Commentary text has become an essential reference for evaluating Twitter's social 

activities as a social media platform. In order to obtain emotional information from 

the text, it is necessary to extract semantic feature information from the text and 

classify it at first. Lexicon-based and learning-based are two main approaches to 

sentiment analysis.   

2.1.1 Lexicon-based method  

Lexicon based approaches (Taboada et al., 2011) use lexical resources named opinion 

lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004), that associate words to sentiment orientation represented 

for example by positive and negative “scores.” It widely applies in sentiment analysis 

and begins with the assumption that a single word can be considered a unit of opinion 

information so that it can indicate the sentiment and subjective nature of texts. 

Emotional annotations can be done manually or through an automated, semi-

supervised process. Researchers can also use corpora (Littman and ML, 2002), 

lexicon or more complex Wordnet (Fellbaum, 1998) and other language resources 

(Dragut et al., 2010) to generate dictionaries to support sentiment analysis in different 

fields (Chiavetta et al., 2016). The sentiment classification result can be expressed as 

a positive or negative score in the form of a binary or can be expressed as a multi-

emotional classification. For example, according to the NRC sentiment dictionary, 

the sentiment expressed by one text can be divided into ten categories. Comparing 

with the learning-based approach, the lexicon-based classifier has a wider application.  

2.1.2 Machine learning method  

Machine Learning in text analytics is a set of statistical techniques for identifying 

parts of speech, entities, sentiment, and other aspects of a text. It can be expressed as 

a model that is then applied to other text, also known as supervised machine learning 

(Seth Redmore, 2018). Under supervised machine learning, a bunch of documents is 

“tagged” for some feature found in speech. These documents are used to “train” the 

statistical model, which then is applied to new text. To get a better or larger dataset 

to get improved results, it is necessary to retrain the model as it “learns” more about 

the documents, it analyzes. This supervised approach also applies to the sort of re-

training that can happen with some models where some viewer gives a “star” rating 

– and the algorithm adds that rating to its ongoing processing (Redmore, 2018). 

Machine learning method dominates the research of sentiment analysis and has had 

the state-of-the-art performance (Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006; Pang et al., 2002). 
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2.1.3 Lexicon-based and Machine learning method comparison  

Pålsson and Szerszen (2016) made a comparison between lexicon-based and learning-

based approach in a study about sentiment classification methods comparison and the 

impact of emoticon removal on social media. They used a set of Twitter data as a case 

and examined the effect of these two approaches. The result showed that the lexicon-

based classifier is the most outperformance based on the characteristics of informal 

nature communication of Twitter, and the removal of emoticon increased the 

correctness of the sentiment classification (Pålsson and Szerszen, 2016).  

Hailong Zhang et al. (2014) provided surveys, and comparative studies of existing 

opinion mining approaches supervised learning and lexicon-based methods. Their 

experiment showed that compared with the machine learning method, lexicon-based 

methods are very competitive because they require few efforts in data training and 

isn’t sensitive to the quantity and quality of the training dataset. Moreover, lexicon 

classification methods are also attributed to solving the problem of the imbalance of 

the sentiment resources in different languages and domains, cross-domain and cross-

lingual sentiment classification (Hailong Zhang, Wenyan Gan, Bo Jiang, 2014).  

2.1.3.1 Problems of learning-based with Twitter  

Learning-based classifiers perform well in its trained domains, but it is not performing 

well when applied to different domains (Aue and Gamon, 2005). The reason comes 

from the characteristics of the tweet itself, Twitter messages do not follow the 

grammar rules of a certain language and contain a variety of symbols, abbreviations, 

and incomplete sentences, therefore this complexity leads to different vocabulary and 

the challenges that researchers use to mine the sentiment of tweets (Fazal Masud 

Kundi, Aurangzeb Khan, Shakeel Ahmad, Muhammad Zubair Asghar, 2014). Also, 

the learning-based method relies on the domain and needs to be retrained when new 

data arrives (Aue & Gamon, 2005).  

These limitations will affect the applicability of these methods due to various topics 

that continue to emerge on Twitter. Zhang&Riddhiman also pointed out that the 

learning-based method is not adapt well for Twitter sentiment analysis which covers 

almost all domains as people can express opinions about anything on Twitter. 

Considering words and phrases are the main subjects of sentiment classification, so 

the early work of sentiment analysis mainly used a dictionary-based approach, which 

used publicly available dictionary resources, such as WordNet or SentiWordNet, and 

classifies text emotions by the definition of the word'sentiment. Polar dictionaries. 

2.1.3.2 Problems of traditional lexicon-based approaches  

Similarly, the traditional lexicon-based method also hard to adapt well in different 

dominate and languages, as a linguistic said that double negative forms a positive in 

English, while, in Russian, a double negative is still a negative. There is no language 

wherein a double positive can express a negative. Therefore, the classical Lexicon-

based approach needs to be improved according to various language environment.  

In conclusion, although the learning-based approach is more flexible and accurate, 

the special form of tweet limits the use of learning-based approaches. In addition, the 

use of a learning-based approach requires a lot of training data, which is unrealistic 
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for time-sensitive news. The traditional lexicon-based method is insufficient. 

Enriching the opinion lexicons is a good way to  help the lexicon-based method have 

more advantages. 

2.1.4 Lexicon-based approach improvement  

Enriching the dictionary and increasing the types of sentiment classification are 

effective ways to improve traditional lexicon-based approaches.  

2.1.4.1 Enrich in dictionary  

Kundi et al. (2014) added subjective text identification, opinionated words and slang 

detection, which improved the accuracy of sentiment classification. In their study, the 

lexicon-based approach performs well in cross-domain and can be enhanced easily 

with a source of additional knowledge for sentiment classification. They followed the 

lexicon-based approach in the research work. The method is based on the integration 

of various lexicons and dictionary resources for sentiment. Excepting SentiWordNet 

and Wordnet et al. traditional dictionaries, they also added slang dictionary and urban 

dictionary and increased the accuracy of sentiment classification.  

Different fields have the different emotional vocabulary, and different languages have 

different emotional expressions. Therefore, it is necessary to enrich the dictionary or 

consider creating a new dictionary to incorporate system opinion vocabulary to help 

emotional classification in different domains or different language systems. 

2.1.4.2 Binary and multi-classification  

Both binary and multivariate classifications are essential for text, and different 

sentiment classification criteria have different meanings for text. Binary classification 

allows the reader to clearly understand whether an event is negative or positive to the 

public and not just to understand the nature of the event itself. Multivariate 

classification can analyze emotions more specifically. Many researchers have adopted 

the method of binary classification and multivariate classification on the same 

research object. Here the author gives two examples. 

Kundi et al. (2014) also discussed the sentiment classification standard; the result 

showed that the overall accuracy of the binary sentiment classification is 92%. The 

false positive rate is only 5%. For multi-level overall accuracy is 87% (Kundi et al., 

2014). Mondher Bouazizi et al. (2016) studied the public's sentiment about artworks 

in Twitter. They divided the tweets into seven different categories and achieved a 

classification accuracy of 56.9%. Experiments have shown that the binary 

classification (that is, divided into "positive" and "negative") has higher accuracy of 

87.5%. 

The above research shows that the binary classification has higher accuracy, and the 

multi-classification reduces the interference and misjudgment between the sentiment 

strengths, so the combination of them can achieve better analysis results. 
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2.2 Expected and unexpected social events  
The term ‘expected’ and ‘unexpected’ use to describe the character of social events 

and can be used to analyze the sentiment changes from a specific perspective of social 

events on Twitter. Analysis of social media data seems very useful when unexpected 

and potential stress events occur, and it is important to understand how Internet users 

view different types of social events. (Gaspar et al., 2016).  

Murthy et al. (2013) defined unexpected (e.g., hurricanes, floods) and potentially 

stressful events (e.g., epidemics, biological and chemical contamination of food) even 

sudden events related to macroeconomic changes. In these events, collective support 

or protest action is more likely to occur. However, in less influential events (only 

affect the individual's economy or benefit), the range of social sentiment sharing will 

be reduced (Murthy et al., 2013, Panagiotopoulos et al., 2014). 

Rui Gaspar et al. (2016) analyzed the public sentiment of unexpected stressful events, 

the purpose of this study was to investigate the importance of qualitative sentiment 

analysis based on the 2011 EHEC crisis in Germany and highlighting the social 

media's response to unexpected and potentially stressful social events. The findings 

suggested that positive and negative emotions do not necessarily indicate the 

attributes of the event, but rather providing information on status people to adapt to 

emerging threats or challenges. It is important to know that the specific response 

identified in this study depends on the events that occur at the time, the dangers that 

arise, and other background aspects, such as specific cultural meanings and language 

boundaries (Rui Gaspar, audia, PedroPanos, Panagiotopoulos, Beate Seibt, 2016).  

2.3 Polarity classification 
Simply put, polarity, also known as orientation is human emotion expressed in the 

sentence. It can be positive or negative (Hatzivassiloglou & Mckeown, 1997). 

Regarding the polarity study in Twitter, most tweets messages considered to be 

subjective. Go, and Huang studied the polarity classification in tweets since 2009. 

They introduced a new way to classify the sentiment of Twitter messages 

automatically. These messages are classified as either positive or negative with regard 

to a query term. This is useful for consumers who want to re-search the sentiment of 

products before purchase (Go et al., 2009). 

Early researchers used the emoji in the tweets to judge whether the content of the 

tweets was positive or negative. However, the various themes published by Twitter 

users have a huge amount of information, and it seems impossible to judge the polarity 

only by emoji. Then, Learning-based and Lexicon-based approaches have been 

started to measure sentiment polarity in subsequent studies. Unlike of using Learning-

machine approach, Bollen et al. (2009) used Affective Norms for English Words 

scored the sadness expressions out of tweets of the death of Michael Jackson.The 

ANEW lexicon including a set of 1034 English words, which labeled three different 

mood valence (pleasure→displeasure), arousal (excitement→calm) and dominance 

(stength→weakness) and scored the level on a scale of 1-9. They also calculated the 

frequency of these English words appeared in a text, to, draw the main sentiment of a 

text. 
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2.4 Sentiment in Twitter events   
Within the media, a well-established notion is that emotion is important in engaging 

attention. Nevertheless, despite some research into the role of sentiment in online 

communication, there are no investigations into the role that sentiment plays in 

important online events(Thelwall et al.,2010).  

Buckley et al. (2011) partially attempted to fill this gap; they proposed to explore the 

relationship between events and the population resonate. They hypothesized the 

popular events are associated with the public sentiment intensity. In order to this, the 

researchers used top 30 events occurred in one month and calculated the sentiment 

intensity that Twitter users for these social events. The results gave strong evidence 

popular social events are often associated with an increase in the intensity of negative 

sentiment, and some evidence suggests that an event has a stronger positive mood at 

the peak of the public's hot debate than the time before the peak.   

To observe the sentiment peak of an event, the author separately calculated for each 

word of every post in the entire corpus its hourly relative frequency (proportion of 

posts per hour containing the word) and the largest increase of the relative frequency 

during the period.   

3 Research 

The research process is divided into three parts. The first part is trend analysis; the 

second part is sentiment analysis; the third part explores the relationship between 

sentiment and retweeted tweets. The outcome also following this sequence. All of the 

analysis work based on Facebook data breach and Ireland votes on abortion social 

events. The following chapter illustrates the social events background, research 

methodology and research questions which are utilizing these three research parts. 

3.1 Events background introduction  

3.1.1 Facebook data breach event  

In April 2018, Facebook and Cambridge Analytica data breach scandal swept the 

social media world and involved collecting personally identifiable information from 

87 million Facebook users. It is alleged that these data were used by politicians to 

influence the opinions of voters. This scandal started from a third-party application in 

Facebook.  

 

Aleksandr Kogan, a data scientist at the University of Cambridge, developed an 

application called "This is your digital life." Unlike most psychological tests, 

questions on this small App are based on classic psychology scales that was very 

professional, such as the Big Five Personality Scale (openness, extroversion, 

emotional instability, easygoing, and conscientiousness). Plus, participation in the test 

is free, and participants can also anonymously donate their behavioral data on 

Facebook for research use, which attracted more and more people chose to join. 

Aleksandr Kogan provided this application to Cambridge Analytica company. In turn, 

the Cambridge Analytica company arranged an informed consent process for this 
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psychological tool, in which hundreds of thousands of Facebook users agreed to 

complete an academic-only survey(Kalvapalle, 2018).   

 
The "New York Times," "Guardian" and "Channel 4 News" used the information of 

former Cambridge analyst firm Christopher Willie to report on the data scandal in 

more detail. He provided data collection scale and was clearer information about the 

nature of personal information, and Facebook, Cambridge Analytica, and the political 

representatives who hired Cambridge Analytica to use this data to influence voters' 

opinions (Baynes, 2018). However, Facebook allows the application to collect not 

only the personal information of those who agree to the survey but also the personal 

information of everyone in the user's Facebook social network. In this way, 

Cambridge Analytica obtained data from millions of Facebook users (Wagner, 2018). 

 

3.1.2 Ireland vote on abortion  

35 years ago, in 1983, the Eighth Amendment of Constitution allowed Ireland that 

has more than 90% of Catholics population became the country with the strictest 

abortion ban in Europe. 35 years later, Ireland held a historic referendum on Friday, 

May 25, 2018, to vote whether to overturn the strict abortion decree ( Freytas-Tamura, 

2018).  

Today, the results showed that the party that supported the legalization of abortion 

won 66.4% popularity rate, surpassing the 33.6% of the opposition camp, it is a 

victory that Irish women were fighting for a long time (McDonald, 2018). Looking 

back at the history of abortion in Ireland, it is deeply influenced by religion. Abortion 

has been banned in Ireland and women abortions may be sentenced to 14 years’ 

imprisonment (Duggan, 2018). The law believes that embryos have the same right to 

life as mothers and should not be deprived. Therefore, the number of abortions in the 

country has been small for a long time, but more than 3,000 women go abroad for 

abortion every year. In 2012, an Indian dentist, Savita Halappanavar was refused to 

have an abortion, because she was believed that her fetus had signs of life in hospital, 

refusal to abortion directly made her to eventually die causing sepsis (Halpin，2018). 

This incident caused great indignation in Irish society, and domestic conservatives 

had to make concessions to promote the constitutional referendum. 

3.2 Expected and unexpected attributes analysis  
Expected social events are those events that can be certain will happen by people, and 

they are planned. Reviewing the history of Irish women abortion rights, the final vote 

was the inevitable result of a long-term struggle among Irish women instead of a 

sudden event. Many women have struggled for this, as the Irish Prime Minister said, 

this was a ‘quiet revolution,’ and it is well known that as long as revolutions are long-

planned, and it has a long-term accumulation process. Therefore, Ireland vote on 

abortion can be labeled as an expected social event.  

Comparing with this expected social event, Facebook data breach happened more 

suddenly. Although the initially hidden dangers (the third-party application) of the 

Facebook data breach can be traced back to 2014, no one can certainly predict an 

accuracy time when the scandal was disclosed by the public. If Christopher, who 

https://globalnews.ca/author/rahul-kalvapalle/
https://www.independent.co.uk/author/chris-baynes
https://www.recode.net/authors/kurt-wagner
https://www.nytimes.com/by/kimiko-de-freytas-tamura
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exposed the Facebook scandal, did not discover their tread, there would be no one 

who knows about data breaches. Therefore, Facebook data breaches can be believed 

that it is an unexpected social event due to its suddenness.  

In conclusion, according to these reasons that mention above and expected and 

unexpected social event definition, there are plenty of reasons to prove that Ireland 

vote on abortion is a typically expected event, while, Facebook data breaches is an 

unexpected social event. 

 

3.3 Methodology 
A graphical description of the processes involved in the research process is detailed 

in Fig.1 below which contains data collection, text preparation, trend analysis, 

sentiment classification, and output presentation. 

 

3.3.1 Data collection  

The data of Facebook Data Breach used was a set of Twitter posts from 5:01 p.m. 

From Wednesday, April 11, 2018, to 11:23 p.m Saturday, April 28, 2018, total 18 

days, downloaded from Twitter by using the basic search API. By searching the 

hashtags ‘Facebook’, ‘data,’ ‘breach,’ we got a data set from Twitter. The data 

contained 4,931 English language tweets from 3,169 different accounts. 

According to a review of events provided by reports, on March 17, 2018, the New 

York Times and The Guardian published their articles indicating that they cooperated 

with each other to investigate and report violations and share details. Both papers 

describe Christopher Wylie as a former employee of Cambridge Analytica to provide 

journalists with specific information about Facebook data breaches. The author 

started to pay attention to this news in the second report by Guardian on April 8th, 

when at the peak of the development of this event. 

While the data of Ireland votes on abortion used was a set of Twitter posts from 00:05 

p.m. Sunday, May 20, 2018, to 19:23 p.m Tuesday, June 5, 2018, total 16 days. By 

searching the hashtags ‘Ireland’, ‘vote,’ ‘abortion,’ we got a data collection from 

Twitter. The data contained16,712 English language tweets from 13,397 different 

accounts. Similarly downloaded in the same way. On May 25th, a referendum against 

abortion ban was held in Ireland. Before the vote, a campaign called 'home to vote' 

caused a lot of sensation in major social media. Irish people from all over the world 

Data 
collection

Text 
preparation

Trend 
analysis 

Sentiment 
classification

Output 
presentation

Fig. 1:  Research  methodology  
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returned to their hometown to prepare for the vote; the author started to pay attention 

to this social event from this activity on May 20th. 

The different effect ranges and the level of attention of the public have resulted in the 

distinct data size. The author obtained the interim data for the Facebook event for a 

total of 18 days. After April 28, the relevant news and the number of discussions on 

Twitter were around zero, so the following data without the value of the collection. 

The Irish event was lasting only 17 days. The direct benefit group of the Irish vote 

was limited to women in Ireland, but the ‘home to vote’ in the pre-voting period 

affected the Irish people in all parts of the world and the people around them, so the 

data size was more than the Facebook event. 

3.3.2 Text preparation 

All text data is limited in English to eliminate the complexity of multiple languages. 

Text preparation involved clearing the extracted data before performing the analysis. 

The text preparation involved identifying and eliminating non-text content from a text 

data set, as well as any information that reveals the identity of the users of Twitter, 

including the user's name, user's location. In addition, any other content that is not 

relevant to the research area will be removed from the text dataset, for example, 

including stop words that are not related to the analysis process and the special 

punctuation that sentiment analysis software cannot recognize. In this research, we 

removed undesirable words (number, searching words) and stop words (overly 

common words such as "and," "the," "a," "of," etc.), Split the tweets into individual 

words.  

At the same time, it also involved the time conversion, dividing all time periods in a 

10-hour interval. All search keywords in the tweets have been deleted because all 

tweets contain the searched keywords, and they all appear to be 100% in frequency, 

which makes no sense. The appearance of these search terms will occupy the position 

of another high-frequency vocabulary.  

3.3.3 Trend analysis        

Trend analysis can be used in different scenarios to help understand the dynamics of 

society and the world. Twitter helps to share and spread information in superfast mode; 

it makes a very good tool for spreading information such as natural disaster (Bail et 

al., 2017). In the research of different types of social events, the purpose of adding 

trend analysis is to visualize a trend of tweets publication, the trend of public attention 

also can be shown to readers. Also, the author intended to test whether the trend of 

public attention for these two social events consistent with the general social events 

trends summarized in the article by Hendrickson and Montague. 

With a data set, a few questions can be mentioned and see what insights can be drawn 

from the same. The questions with respect to expected and unexpected social events 

could be: 

·Dose the social events trends in this research corresponding with the general social 

events trends mentioned in the article by Hendrickson and Montague? 
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Fig. 2: Facebook data breach line graph 

Hendrickson et al. (2016) illustrated three types of social events they pointed out the 

characteristics of expected events is that people come to the social media platform to 

discuss social events they expect ahead of time. Further, they introduced the 

unexpected event. This type of event occurs when an announcement is initially shared 

by a small number or small range, but then shared, virally, throughout the social 

network. At last, they regard these social events which obtained by one observer and 

uploaded to the platform and instantly caused a surge in social media data as social 

pulses (Hendrickson, 2016). 

·Whether the public has different attention peaks for Facebook data (unexpected)and 

Ireland votes (expected) events?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The output graph(Fig.2) illustrates the number of tweets related to the Facebook data 

breach in Twitter over 17days from April 11 to April 28. The number of Facebook 

data breach tweets was at its highest level on around April 14, reaching the peak of 

800 tweets per day. After the peak, the number of tweets dropped dramatically to less 

than 200 tweets on April 16 and continued dropped until the end. The peak of the 

public's attention to the data breach event is that the early and mid-term stage of the 

scandal being exposed. On April 28th, the tweets related to the Facebook event was 

zero, which can be explained that the public has stopped discussing the data breach 

on the 28th. 
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The line graph(Fig.3) indicates the general tweets spread of Ireland vote on abortion 

from May 20 to June 5. Overall, the number of tweets about Irish abortions has 

continued to increase from May 20 to May 27, after which the level of attention to 

this event has declined. To be specific, there are two peaks appeared on the line chart. 

The highest number of tweets appeared on May 25(voting day), after a slight decline, 

the second tweets peak appeared on May 27. From May 27, there was a gradual 

decline reduction in the number of tweets, reaching 250 on May 29 and continued 

decrease to zero until June 5. 

In short, expected and unexpected social events have different levels of attention. 

Compared with the Facebook data breach (Fig.2), the tweet of the Irish event (Fig.3) 

has a trend of continuous growth in the previous period, followed by two peaks of 

concern, while the data breach event (Fig.2), The number of texts quickly peaked in 

the early stage and then dropped sharply 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Ireland vote on abortion line graph 

Fig. 4: Expected event: Winter Storm Jonas Image 

Source: Image Source: Unexpected events in social data: The social media 

pulse 

 

 insights about today’s top story 

 

 

 

and Irland vote on abotion  
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Fig. 5: unexpected event: Facebook data breach event 

Image Source: The crimson post social media insights about today’s top story 

 

Fig. 6: The standard unexpected social media pules event: Robin Williams’ 

death 

Image Source: Unexpected events in social data: The social media puls 

e 

 

In addition, the model of the Irish vote on abortion event was very consistent with the 

distribution model of expected events (Fig.4) mentioned in Scott Hendrickson and 

Joshua Montague’ article. The author observed that people came to the Twitter to 

discuss their expected events in advance, the post of the relevant topics reached from 

0 to 1,000 per day before the voting day. In particular, the number of tweets per hour 

included the word "Ireland" and " Abortion," which reached its peak when the voting 

day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The model showed in Fig.2 has only one peak due to the lack of data that was first 

exposed by this event. In fact, every time Facebook has an official press conference, 

the data of the tweet will change accordingly (Fig.5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Fig.5 comes from the related news. It is the trend of Cambridge analysis and 

Facebook discussion from March 17th to April 4th. It is a strong proof that the 

Facebook event was marked as an unpredictable event by the author rather than an 

unexpected social media pulse events. Although this data breach model looks like the 

standard unexpected social media pulse events(Fig.6), the model should belong to the 

distribution of the standard unexpected network spread(Fig.7).  
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Fig. 7: The standard unexpected event: Ferguson 

Image Source: unexpected events in social data: The social media pulse 

 

In this case (Fig 6), we can see tweets mentioning that the daily count of events started 

from near 0 and then exceeded one million in a few days, just as the post trend of 

Cambridge analysis, from 0 to a million posts only four days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In conclusion, combing all analysis of the trend of public attention and a comparison 

to the typical events of Hendrickson’ article. The Facebook event can be defined as 

an unexpected social event, and the Ireland event can be labeled as an expected event. 
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3.3.4 Sentiment analysis  

When the reader approaches a large amount of complex textual resources and intends 

to understand the types of emotions involved, it is necessary to use a text mining tool 

to process the emotional content of the text programmatically. In this part, the author 

intends to understand the sentiment behind the tweets.  

Research question: 

Motivated by the study of social media pulse analysis from Scott Hendrickson and 

Joshua Montague. Social events on Twitter can be divided into expected and 

unexpected and these two types of events were observed two different types of 

response in the corresponding social media data depending on the situation 

surrounding the event. Meanwhile, Twitter is a place where users usually complain 

about their disappointments or share their happiness. People share insights on a wide 

range of topics on Twitter. Its huge user base which generates tweets (or opinions) by 

the count of millions every minute present a unique opportunity to study and utilize 

human sentiment and opinions (Bail et al., 2017). This research on public emotions 

and emotions is more valuable than purely academic research. Combining the 

classification of social events on Twitter with tweets with public sentiment, we 

hypothesize that these two social events with expected and unexpected are associated 

with the public sentiment and they have different sentiment response in a certain time.  

·Main Research question: Whether people have different sentiment response 

between Ireland vote on abortion (expected) and Facebook data breach (unexpected) 

social events? 

·Sub question: In Ireland vote on abortion (expected) and Facebook data breach 

(unexpected) social events, how people sentiment changes over time. 

3.3.5 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is going to visualize the public sentiment on expected and 

unexpected social events. Exploring the relationship between tweets forwarding and 

sentiment.  

3.3.6 Sentiment analysis approach 

3.3.6.1 Tool R 

In this present research. The author adopted R as the sentiment analysis tool based on 

its powerful statistical calculations and drawing capabilities. R is a free, open-source, 

cross-platform programming environment. Unlike most programming languages, R 

is designed for statistical analysis, making it ideal for data science applications. 

Powerful, sophisticated text analysis can be easily performed with just a few simple 

commands in performing text analysis in R. The main R packages used in the 

sentiment analysis shown as follow:  
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Package Name Description  

dplyr Data manipulation (also included in the tidy verse package) 

tidytext  Text mining 

widyr Use for pairwise correlation 

syuzhet An R package for the extraction of sentiment and sentiment-

based plot arcs from the text. 

twitteR:  A connection package between R and Twitter 

 

3.3.6.2 Lexicon approach principle  

The method of calculating emotions can be divided into two types within two 

Packages. One method within the package ‘syuzhet’ which is used to calculate the 

emotional score of the sentence. Finding the sentiment of each word in the sentence, 

read its emotional intensity, and subtract the negative emotional score from the 

positive emotional score to get the total emotional score of the sentence. Therefore, 

we can derive the sentiment intensity from positive to negative.  

Another way is to use the package ‘tidytext’ to filter sentiment words in a tweet.  

According to the different lexicons, each tweet automatically generates a sentiment 

word that can represent the entire tweet. Based on the number of these emotional 

words, we can know how the emotional distribution of an event.  

3.3.6.3 Lexicon-based approach  

Because sentiment lexicon is easier to obtain than corpus, the sentiment analysis is 

used to analyze sentiment in the present analysis. The ‘tidytext’ and ‘syuzhet’package 

in R have a ‘sentiments’ data set, which provides several distinct lexicons. These 

lexicons are dictionaries of words including sentiment category or 

value. ’tidytext’ provides three general purpose lexicons (Jockers, 2017; Queiroz et 

al., 2018 ):  

AFINN: assigns words with a score that runs between -5 and 5, with negative scores 

indicating negative sentiment and positive scores indicating positive sentiment 

Bing: assigns words into the positive and negative classification  

NRC: assigns words to one or more of the following ten categories: positive, negative, 

anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust. 
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Fig. 10: Facebook data breach event fund in Lexicons  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compared the sentiment score with three lexicons(Fig.8&Fig.9), we can see that the 

sentiment score trends obtained by the three methods (bing, afinn, NRC) are not 

consistent. Thus, the next stape is to choose a suitable dictionary for sentiment 

analysis.   

3.3.6.4 Comparison within lexicon 

The author matches all the emotional words of the two events with the three 

dictionaries. The result is as follows (Fig.10 & Fig.11): 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The chart shows that in the Facebook data breach, a total of 5,570 words can be found 

in three emotional dictionaries. The dictionary with the highest word matching is 

Fig. 8: sentiment score of Facebook data breach 

 

Fig. 9: sentiment score of Ireland vote on abortion 
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NRC, 381 words belong to lexicon NRC, and the matching ratio reached 0.068. 

Followed by the lexicon match words in AFINN and Bing lexicon are 229 and 225 

respectively, only four words are different. However, the matching ratio is similar. 

The matching ratio of AFINN is 0.041, while the Bing matching ratio is 0.040. 

Therefore, in this event, whether choosing Lexicon AFINN or Lexicon Bing is 

feasible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

On the other hand, in the Irish abortion event, the matching rate of words in these 

three dictionaries have this big difference. There are total 13,516 words assigned in 

these three lexicons. The dictionary with the highest word matching is till NRC, 812 

words assigned to lexicon NRC, and the matching ratio reached 0.06. Followed by 

the lexicon match words in Bing lexicon, 567 words belong to Bing lexicon, and the 

matching ration occupied 4%. 445 words can be found in the AFINN lexicon and 

have 3% matching ratio. The matching ration is unlike among the three lexicons. 

Therefore, in this event, choosing lexicon NRC and lexicon Bing was feasible. 

Combining the match rates of all the words in these two events, although all match 

rates are very low, the lexicon NRC is the more suitable for analyzing sentiments. In 

addition, although matching rate of bing lexicon is not as good as NRC, it is used to 

judge sentiment polarity with high accuracy as it was described in previous researches, 

so bing-lexicon will also be used to analyze emotions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11: Ireland vote event found in Lexicons  
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Fig. 13: Count of unique words found in Ireland vote on abortion tweets 

Fig. 12: Count of unique words found in Facebook data breach tweets 

3.3.7 Sentiment analysis result 

3.3.7.1 ·Word Frequency 

The frequency index is applied to measure the amount of information provided by the 

word. In this way, we can get rid of all the search keywords that are available in tweets 

- Ireland, voting, abortion, and focus on other words with special meanings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Frequency list (Fig.12), we can see some words are closely related to the 

data breach. Term ‘Cambridge’and ‘analytical’ appeared most frequently, which is 

that Cambridge analytics and Facebook data breaches are inextricably linked. In fact, 

87 million Facebook users had their data exposed by Facebook and exposed the raw 

data to the Cambridge analytics company and worked on the Trump campaign. Then, 

Philippines' regulatory agencies (watchdog of government) investigated Facebook 

over Cambridge Analytica data breach. ‘Private’ and ‘scandal define the nature of the 

incident as a scandal in which privacy is violated. Similarly, these keywords are 

consistent with the development of the entire event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

On this vocabulary frequency chart (Fig.13), we can see that the most frequent words 

in all tweets are ‘referendum,’ ‘Irish and ‘ban,’ representing the theme of the social 

event-the ‘Irish referendum on abortion ban.’ In addition, according to the following 
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Fig. 14: sentiment of high frequency words in data breach event 

words, we can summarize the results of this event, that is Irish women have achieved 

a historic victory in this referendum. Therefore, all high-frequency vocabulary was 

very consistent with the elaboration of the event in the previous work. 

3.3.7.2 ·Sentiment of high-frequency words  

·Facebook data breach events  

The function of word frequency mentioned above allows the reader to get a general 

overview of the event, which already proved by the news reports. The high-frequency 

words with sentiment also can be selected. Thus, combining the high-frequency 

words extracted from the tweets with the sentiment data can show readers the overall 

mood of the event as well. The “bing” sentiment method classifies words as positive 

or negative. The following is the distribution of the high vocabulary frequency within 

positive and negative sentiment of these two events.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most frequently appearing word in the Facebook event should be ‘scandal,’ which 

due to the word appeared in many news reports and was forwarded as a news title. 

‘Scandal’ was classified as a negative vocabulary in the Bing dictionary. The data 

breach event was reported as a scandal by many reports. In fact, the word ‘scandal’ is 

the negative emotion given by the news media for this event. Therefore, the 'scandal' 

was deleted from the high-frequency emotion table because it does not represent the 

emotion of the public. After removing ‘scandal,’ the negative high-frequency word 

was more than the positive high-frequency words (Fig.14). We can initially judge that 

the public's feelings tend to be more negative. 
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Fig. 16: Sentiment of high frequency words in Ireland vote event 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, when 15,000 words selected randomly and identified by Bing Lexicon 

(Fig.15), we can see that the dominant sentiment of the public about the Facebook 

event are negative. 

 

·Ireland vote on abortion events  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bar chart illustrates that the sentiment of high-frequency distribution in Ireland 

votes abortion events. It is obvious that the number of high-frequency positive words 

are more than the negative high-frequency words (Fig.16). Especially, the word 

'celebrate' has more than 1,000 appearances, so the initial impression of the reader the 

results of the events was a victory. Plus, ‘defeat,’ ‘support,’ ‘support’ and 

Fig. 15: Facebook data breach (Bing method) 
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Fig. 17: Number of sentiment frequency words in Ireland vote on abortion (Bing method) 

‘reform’ represents a kind of positive sentiment and these words occupied a large 

proportion. Thus, there are enough reasons to believe the entire event trend to be 

positive. On the contrary, ‘oppose,’ and ‘strict’ represent a negative emotion, 

the total number of these two words in the tweet around 1,000. We can suppose that 

some people may hold the opposing opinions and occupied a certain proportion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram shows (Fig.17), there are also a total of 15,000 words were selected by 

random, around 6,200 are positive words, and 4500 are negative words, which can 

prove our supposition that there are a large of people was holding the opposite opinion. 

The description in this chart consists of the voting results that the number of people 

supporting abortion is 66.4%. The support rate is only 16.4% higher than the other 

party, which means there are some people hold objections.  

From this part, we can learn that the main sentiment reflected from the high-frequency 

vocabulary of the Facebook event is negative, while the main sentiment reflected from 

the high-frequency of Irish event is positive. But the sentiment of high-frequency 

vocabulary is only to give readers a first impression of the words related to the event 

are positive or negative. When 15,000 words are randomly selected and after each 

event, we can make sure that the public is negative for the Facebook event and 

positive for Irish events by observing the distribution of sentiment. 
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Fig. 18: sentiment changed over time in Facebook data breach event (Bing method) 

3.3.7.3 Sentiments over time   

The topic of this chapter is to explore the changes in sentiment over time within two 

social activities. The specific operation is based on the emotional classification 

method of Bing and NRC.  

3.3.7.3.1 Bing lexicon approach 

Facebook data breach event  

First, according to Bing's method, extracting emotional words from all the tweets, we 

extracted a total of 624 words with emotions, divided into positive and negative, of 

which 483 are positive words and 141 are negative words.  

Then sort all the words according to how often they appear in the tweet each day. 

Combined with the timeline of those two events, we got a trend graph of sentiment 

changes with time (Fig.18&Fig.19).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

The graph (Fig.18) shows the changing sentiment of the Facebook data breach event 

under Bing method. Due to the negative words are more than positive words in this 

event. We can believe that negative sentiment is the dominant sentiment in this event. 

We focus on the dominant sentiment-negative in this case. Overall, the negative line 

(red) is always above the positive line(blue). By observing the negative sentiment 

trend, which is highly consistent with the amount of tweets trend that was shown in 

the above text. The negative sentiment appeared over 600 times at the highest level 

on around April 13 then dramatically dropped down to less than 100 times on April 

16. The positive sentiment increased on April 17 and was contained in 180 tweets.   
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Fig. 19: sentiment changed over time in Ireland vote on abortion event (Bing method) 

Ireland vote on abortion event  

By using the same method ‘Bing,’ extracting emotional words from all the tweets 

related with Ireland vote on abortion, we extracted a total of 1600 words with 

emotions, divided into positive and negative, of which 918 are positive words and 

618 are negative words. Then, sort all the words according to how often they appear 

in the tweet each day.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

By observing the positive sentiment trend (Fig.19), which is also highly consistent 

with the tweets counts trend that was shown in the above text. It has two main peaks. 

The positive sentiment reached over 350 times at the highest level after May 25 when 

was the voting day. After a slight decline, the second tweets peak appeared on May 

27. From May 27, there was a gradual decrease reduction in the number of positive 

sentiment, reaching over 500 on May 29 and rapidly decrease to 0 until the end. In 

addition, this events as an expected social event, before the final vote, people had 

enough preparation time for the vote, and they made comments appealing to the 

public on the Internet. Therefore, it is normal for people to hold objections and 

occupied a certain amount during the discussion and voting process.  
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Fig. 20: Sentiment classification in Facebook data breach event (NRC method) 

Fig. 21: Sentiment changed overtime in Facebook data breach event (NRC method) 

3.3.7.3.2 NRC lexicon approach  

NRC lexicon helps to select what sorts of emotions are dominant in the tweets. It is 

also a common method in sentiment classification. The author adopted it in the 

present research based on its highest matching ratio. 

Facebook data breach event  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The trust sentiment dominant in the Facebook data breach event under the NRC 

classification method (Fig.20). However, there are 1,008 words in (Fig.20) 

representing trust emotions, and 539 fear sentiment. Combing the bing method, it may 

mean that the public believes that data breach is negative news, but still willing to 

trust Facebook company. It can be inferred that there is no social platform to replace 

Facebook at present. On the other hand, people are afraid of a data breach. Since this 

incident is an unexpected accident, the anticipation sentiment is only 261, which 

proves that people were not enough prepared for this event. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

From the time change chart (Fig.21), we can see that the trend of trust sentiment 

reached a peak around April 13 then dramatically down to 0 on April 16. This can be 

explained that in the middle of the development of the data breach (April 18), people 

were still maintaining the trust to the Facebook company in the early time. With the 
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Fig. 22: Sentiment classification in Ireland vote on abortion event (NRC method) 

Fig. 23: Sentiment changed over time in Ireland vote on abortion event (NRC method) 

development of the event, people's trust in Facebook is also decreasing. On the one 

hand, it can be explained that although the subject of many news events is Facebook 

data breach event, Facebook only participated the data output, and did not use data to 

the presidential election and other series of vicious incidents. On the other hand, 

people's trust in Facebook may come from Zuckerberg's attitude of apologies for this 

event. 

 

Ireland vote on abortion event 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen from the above bar chart (Fig.22). Meanwhile, the trust sentiment 

occupied 2,925, which may mean the voting activity has got people’s trust, people 

were holding the trust sentiment as well in the voting. Fear sentiment toke up 1,785, 

which may have originated from the opposition parties. They believed that women 

abortion was unacceptable. In addition, this event is an expected event; the 

anticipation reached 1,195. Therefore, based on the increase in the positive sentiment 

of the public in the pre-voting period and the public's support for ‘home to vote,’ we 

can infer that people were expecting for this vote. 
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Fig. 25: Polarity and percent positive 

over time in Ireland vote on abortion 

event 

 

 

Fig. 24: Polarity and percent positive 

over time in Facebook data breach 

event 

 

 

Polarity:positive 

Polarity:negative 

The line chart (Fig.23) illustrates the trend of sentiment changed over time. All 

sentiment reached their peak in the voting day (May 25). Unlike the result of the news 

report, the fear sentiment reached its highest level on the voting day. The fear 

emotions quickly fell after two highest value on May 28. Then, the trust sentiment 

reached a peak again on May 29. Although the result of the event is a celebration and 

woman got the freedom of fertility, there were some people with the fear sentiment 

in the voting event. We speculate that the two growths of fear emotions may come 

from some opposition parties. These opposition parties may come from other 

countries, but they have not participated in this vote personally and their opposition 

has no effect on the outcome. After the polling day, ‘trust’ may come from people's 

positive response from the various of news reports. 

3.3.7.4 Sentiment comparison  

 

The author used three different methods to compare sentiments, sentiment polarity 

comparisons, the comparisons of the percentage of positive words, and a comparison 

of the overall sentiment scores: 

The sentiment polarity is obtained by subtracting the amount of negative sentiment 

from the number of positive emotions in each time. It is possible to see the movement 

of emotions over time from a polar perspective. The percent positive is obtained by 

the percentage of positive vocabulary in the sum of positive plus negative words 

(percent positive = positive / (positive + negative) * 100). The overall sentiment score 

comparison method is obtained by calculating the emotional score of each tweet.  

These two events have distinct sentiment trends in the process of development. In the 

data breach event, the overall polarity trend is negative with time (Fig.24 ‘polarity 

over time’), while the overall polarity trend is positive with time in the Ireland event 

except for the early period negative emotional trends (Fig.25 ‘polarity over time’).  

Similarly, the percent of positive trend chart also proves this point. In the Facebook 

data breach, except for April 18, negative words were dominating with time (Figure 

24 ' percent positive over time'). In the Irish event, positive vocabulary was leading 

the main sentiment over time (Figure 25 ' percent positive over time').  
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The author calculated the original sentiment valence of the tweets in the two events.  

In this line chart (Fig.26), the trend of sentiment valence of these two events was 

drawn on the same chart and divided the time into 100 units.  

Similar to the trend of sentiment polarity. The Facebook event (unexpected event with 

the negative sentiment) started with negative sentiment, so the sentiment valences 

were less than 0 in the early. In the medium stage, people may be more satisfied with 

the response of the Facebook company to a data breach, so the emotional value 

increases slowly. Then, there is a decrease at the 80-standardised time; we found a lot 

of tweets about ‘Facebook users were very mad at Cambridge analysis scandal’ by 

checking the corresponding time, which can explain why there is a sharp decrease. In 

the last stage, the related tweets were almost reminding people to protect their private 

data in the later stages, so the sentiment valence rose again.  

The Ireland event (expected event with the positive sentiment) started with positive 

sentiment, so the sentiment valences were greater than 0 in the early. It reached its 

lowest point at the 30-standardised time due to the addition of opponents. Then, based 

on the responses to the voting results and various news reports, people published 

positive discussions, so the sentiment valence continued to rise. 

Although the three methods of comparing sentiment trends are different, the trends 

obtained from them are the same. Therefore, we can sum up an important conclusion 

that the dominant emotions of the Facebook event (unexpected event) are gathered in 

the early stage, while the dominant emotions of the Ireland event (expected event) 

have a slow rising process in the early stage due to its predictability.  

 

 

 

Facebook data 

breach event   

Fig. 26: The comparison of Facebook data breach 

event and Ireland vote on abortion in narrative time 

Ireland vote on 

abortion  
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Table1: Pearson's Chi-squared test: Retweet and Sentiment (NRC method) 

 

 

 

Table2: Pearson's Chi-squared test: Retweet and Sentiment (Bing method) 

 

 

 

3.3.8 Retweet and sentiment  

In this section, we are trying to explore the relationship between the retweet and 

sentiment. Motivated by an article, called anger is more influential than joy: 

Sentiment correlation in Weibo.  Weibo, a Twitter-like service. According to the 

study of this article, the reason why Weibo was being used by the youth of China was 

to make expressions of interest on the social media and to connect with others who 

felt the same to an extent. The study also highlights how there are four kinds of 

emotions, among which there is joy, sadness, anger, and disgust (Fan et al., 2014). As 

per the findings of the study, there is a stronger correlation between the sentiments of 

connected users when people consider anger than, for instance, joy. In other words, 

angry people tend to connect with other angry people more than happy people connect 

with other happy people.  

Thus, we suppose that retweet of tweets also affected by public sentiment in the 

Facebook and the Ireland event. The hypothesis is retweet has no associated with 

public sentiment. 

We transformed the retweet count into retweet (True) and non-retweet (False) at first. 

And then, adopting the Chi-squared test of independence to determine whether the 

retweet and sentiment are independent. In other words, we intend to the exam that 

whether there is a possibility of influence between retweet and sentiment under the 

method of NRC and Bing. The results are shown as follow (Table1 and Table 2): 

 

 

 

 

              Data X-squared df P-value 

Facebook data breach 12.644 1 0.0003768*** 

 

Ireland vote on abortion 11.123 1 0.0008527*** 

 

As we can see from the two tables (Table1 and Table2), all P-value (<0.05) are 

significant so that we can refuse the hypothesis. Retweet and sentiment are not 

independent of each other. That means the public sentiment is associated with the 

retweet. Public sentiment has affected retweets both in these two events under Nrc 

and Bing sentiment classification method.  

 

 

              Data X-squared df P-value 

 Facebook data breach 57.531 

 

7 1.3e-05*** 

 

 Ireland vote on abortion 46.307  7 1.7e-10*** 
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Figures 27 and 28 show how sentiment affect the retweet in these two events under 

the Bing method. In the Facebook event, the value of the standardized residual is in 

the range of (-4, -2), which can be explained that people are less likely to forward 

tweets under the positive sentiment. In the Ireland event, people are more willing to 

retweet the relevant tweets under negative emotions. The conclusions from the two 

tables are consistent: People are more willing to retweet tweets under the negative 

sentiment in these two events by using Bing method.  

 

 

Fig.29 shows how emotions affect retweet in Facebook events under the NRC method. 

The tiles for sentiment ‘trust’ and ‘disgust’ convey the impression of an asymmetry 

between retweet and non-retweet, and hence that hypothesis of independence is to be 

rejected. P-value is 1.2997e-05. Apparently, the relative size of the tiles is sufficient 

to assess the “strength” of the association between retweet and sentiment. 

Under the sentiment of trust, people are not likely to forward tweets, and the 

possibility of retweet is small. In the case of disgust sentiment, people were likely to 

retweet. 

 

 

 

Fig. 28: Retweet and sentiment in 

Ireland event (Bing method) 

Fig. 27: Retweet and sentiment 

in Facebook (Bing method) 

Fig. 29: Retweet and sentiment in Facebook event (NRC method) 
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Fig.30 shows how sentiment affects forwarding in the Ireland events under the Nrc 

method. Sentiment ‘trust’, ‘disgust’ and ‘trust’ tiles present an asymmetrical 

impression between retweet and non-retweet, so this independent hypothesis between 

sentiment and retweet also be rejected in the Ireland event. P-value is 1.7938e-10. 

The relative size of the tiles is sufficient to assess the “strength” of the association 

between retweet and sentiment in this case. 

People are more likely to forward tweets under ‘anticipation’ and ‘joy’ sentiment. 

Similar to the Facebook event, people were also not likely to retweet under trust 

sentiment. Therefore, we can find one thing in common people are less likely to 

forward tweets, under the sentiment of ‘trust.’  

In conclusion, the public sentiment has affected retweet in the Facebook and the 

Ireland event whether using Bing or Nrc sentiment classification method. People 

prefer to retweet under the negative sentiment by using Bing sentiment classification. 

After separating the positive and negative sentiment from Nrc classification method, 

we found disgust sentiment was more causing retweet in the Facebook event; in the 

Irish event, anger, disgust, fear, and sadness sentiment have nothing to do with retweet, 

joy and anticipation sentiment have pushed the public retweet the related tweets.  

3.3.9 Conclusion 

In this experiment, we extracted the public sentiment from the Facebook data breach 

and Ireland's vote on abortion events. According to the tweets frequency chart and the 

definition of different types of social events from Scott Hendrickson and Joshua 

Montague's, we treated Ireland's vote for abortion as an expected event and treated 

Facebook data breaches as an unexpected social event.  

The results of the sentiment analysis can be summarized in three aspects: sentiment 

frequency, sentiment changes over time, and the association between the retweets and 

sentiment.  

At first, we calculated the word frequency of the two events and divided the high-

frequency words into positive and negative sentiment by using ‘Bing’ sentiment 

classification approach. We found that in the Facebook data breach the number of 

high-frequency vocabulary with negative sentiment is far exceeded the positive 

sentiment words. While in Ireland votes on abortion, the number of high-frequency 

Fig. 30: Retweet and sentiment in Ireland event (Nrc method) 
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with positive sentiment is much more than the negative sentiment words. Therefore, 

we believe that the public's dominant sentiment for Facebook data breaches is 

negative. The public’s dominant sentiment towards Ireland’s vote on abortion is 

positive. 

Second, we conducted a study related to sentiment changes over time. We adopted 

the Nrc and Bing sentiment classification approach to observing the sentiment trend. 

Under Bing's method, we observed that the trend of dominant emotions over time is 

to be consistent with the trend of the tweets count over time in two events. On the 

other hand, under the Nrc method, trust is the dominating sentiment of the Facebook 

event and Ireland event.  In the Facebook event, we found the sentiment ‘trust’ and 

‘negative’ have a similar trend. Thus, we infer that although people believe that data 

breaches are a negative event, people were still willing to trust Facebook.  

However, in the Irish event, we found that during the voting period, there was a large 

increase in the opposition emotions, and at the same time, the emotional vocabulary 

like ‘trust’ and ‘joy’ was also greatly increased. This shows that some people opposed 

abortion, but most people's sentiment is still positive, which was consistent with the 

voting results. We used sentiment polarity, the percentage of positive emotions, and 

sentiment scores to compare the emotional trends of the two events. Although there 

are three different methods, the conclusions obtained tend to be consistent. We found 

that the dominating sentiment of the Facebook event quickly aggregated in the early 

stages to reach the peak. The dominant sentiment of the Ireland event gradually 

gathered in the early stage and reached the highest value in the mid-term. 

Finally, we explored the relationship between sentiment and forwarding in two events. 

By using Chi-squared analysis, we found that sentiment has influenced to the retweet 

both in the Facebook and the Ireland events, people prefer to retweet under the 

negative sentiment by using Bing sentiment classification within both events. After 

separating the positive and negative sentiment from NRC classification method, we 

found disgust sentiment was more causing retweet in the Facebook event; In the Irish 

event, anger, disgust, fear, and sadness sentiment have nothing to do with retweet, joy 

and anticipation sentiment have pushed the public retweet the related tweets.  

3.3.10 Limitation and future suggestion 

 

Firstly, from the perspective of the research method, we used the lexicon-based 

approach to analysis the sentiment in the Facebook and the Ireland events. We got a 

set of conclusions. However, all results obtained from the machine learning-based 

method will be different. The future research on the sentiment of social events can 

adopt the machine learning method.  

Secondly, all tweet content in this research is not fixable measured as a large-capacity 

text collection, containing a lot of repeatable and undesirable contents. The author 

simply removed some of the regular undesirable contents, including various symbols, 

the searching words, etc. Those contents that are not effective for sentiment analysis 

are not completely cleaned up, which can be boiled down to the drawbacks of the 

lexicon-method. Therefore, these noises have influenced the research results. 
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Then, the research gave some interesting insights, but many more social events regard 

to unexpected and expected should be analyzed before being able to draw a general 

conclusion about the relationship between different types of events and the public 

sentiment. This article only examed a fact that the tweets trend of the Ireland abortion 

event is consistent with the expected event trend, and the tweets trend of the Facebook 

data breach event is consistent with the tweeting trend of the unexpected event.  

Therefore, the author suggests that future researches need analysis more cases in order 

to gat a general conclusion about sentiment and expected and unexpected social 

events. In addition, creating a more efficient method to tidy the raw data.  
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